
I                   O                N 
(BC SEC  -  P&D BRANCH) 

Subj: Waiver Policy  

Your ION no 163/Marketing/DHA dated 16 Feb 2022 referred. 

1. it is intimated that 3x incentives announced so far wrt const of houses in sec A,B 

and C. Details of original and revised announced parameters wrt these tri incentives are 

appended below:- 

a. Original announced parameters wrt tri incentives - Anx A. 

b. Revised announced parameters wrt tri incentives - Anx B. 

2. Summary preview of privilages affiliated with these tri incentives is appended 

below:- 

a. Waiving off of dev charges for qualifying members/ plot owners on 

undertaking 100% completion of respective houses (grey structure and 

finishing) as per u/m details. 

 (1) Incentive #1 - Applicable to first 100 houses i.e 50x Sec A and 50x 

Sec B.  

 (2) Incentive #2 - Applicable to all plot owners of Sec A and Sec B 

less those      qualified for incentive #1.  

 (3) Incentive #3   - Applicable to first 100 plot owners of Sec C, who will 

undertake                const of their houses in totality w/n 1 yr.  

b. All const related affiliated charges as per u/m details are waived off:- 

S 

No 

Type of Charges 10 Marla 1 Kanal 2 Kanal 

1. Site Plan 1,700 1,700 1,700 

2. Bldg drgs vetting 5,850 10,500 18,600 

3. Debris clearance 5,000 7,000 9,000 

4. Water connection 7,000 7,000 7,000 

5. Sewerage 

connection 

4,000 4,000 4,000 

6. Completion cerf 4,000 4,000 4,000 

Total (Rs) 27,550 34,200 44,300 



c. Water provided by DHA from existing TWs/ water source free of cost, till 

its provn at the respective house. 

d. Rs. 50,000 provided by DHA in lieu of 5 KVA gen set to compensate for 

elec provn. 

e. Applicability of these incentive for single story const and ph wise const as 

per their affiliated parameters. 

3. Lastly the draft manuscript of the announcement in under concerning these 

incentive parameters is encl herewith for subsequent improvement and dissemination to 

respective customers. 

4. Forwarded as desired, please.   

 

 

 

 

 


